Nothing will
move you more.

Its genius lies in
its radicality.

The swopper
makes you happy.

Even at ﬁrst glance you can tell the difference
between the swopper and conventional ofﬁce
seats: Its radical design does away with all the
conventional comfort features like armrests
and headrest which hinder movement and
make you ill in the long run. In contrast,
thanks to its patented 3D technology the
swopper, the world‘s ﬁrst 3D active seat,
supports and encourages movement
when sitting with frequent change of
position.

Over 1,200 swopper owners* have cast their vote! And the results are impressive.
96 % of all respondents would purchase a swopper again.
I have had less back problems since I’ve had the swopper: 91 %
I wouldn’t want to miss the swopper: 98 %
I prefer the swopper to conventional ofﬁce chairs: 94 %
I can recommend the swopper: 98 %
I am happy with my swopper: 97 %

The beneﬁts are obvious. Quite on the
side of the sitter: Away with backache
and tension, back to more physical
health, feeling good and enhanced
performance.

*Results from the aeris market research survey, February 2012, to which 1,207 swopper owners responded.

Moving. In every detail.

Convincing.
Out of conviction.
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The swopper is already strengthening the backs of innumerable owners and
keeping their muscles ﬁt while sitting. The vertical bounce given by the spring
1 and the ﬂexible sideways movement from the 3D movement element 2
keep your intervertebral discs, ligaments and joints in good shape. The convex
seat 3 supports a free and upright posture and prevents pressure points at
seat edges. All this stimulates the blood circulation and movement, and simply
does you good.
And that is precisely what we are striving for. And since these special functions
cannot be provided by conventional components, we develop the technology
and all the components ourselves. Out of conviction.

1

2

Convex seat: ﬂexible, adaptable
seat which prevents pressure
points on the underside of the
thighs.

Vertical bounce: relieves the
intervertebral discs and
stimulates the blood circulation.

3D movement element: extends
the reach and ensures an
optimum sitting posture with
respect to the working surface.

Where sitting is standard,
it’s time to change the rules.

The Revolution
of Ergonomics.
Conventional seats cannot do much against the daily lack of movement in the
ofﬁce. On the contrary, they can even contribute to muscular atrophy and
bad sitting postures. We call this the “sitting trap” – because sedentary activities
frequently lead to backache, cardiovascular diseases, overweight and other
disorders.
The remedy is more movement in daily ofﬁce life. With its unique concept of
3D ergonomics the swopper supports and encourages the intuitive movements
of the human being. The principle is as simple as it is ingenious: the chair
follows the movement of the body and not vice versa. The result: natural sitting,
controlled movement up and down combined with posture-optimising movement sideways, backwards and forwards.
Sitting on a conventional
ofﬁce chair

Sitting on the swopper

Technical Data.

Our success lies
in movement.

Weight:
Base ring:
Springs:

If you observe children, you will see that there is hardly a moment when they
keep still. Movement is in the very nature of the human being. It is the long
periods of sitting and standing – in school, at work and in the car – that put the
body into a straightjacket of motionlessness, which we ﬁnally pay at a very high
price: our health.

Base:
Rollers:
Cover materials
and colours:

swopper
STANDARD

1 kg / 24 lbs without backrest, 17 kg / 37 lbs with backrest
55 cm / 21.7" dia. without rollers, 58 cm / 22.8" dia. with rollers
SMALL:
40 kg to 70 kg / 88 lbs to 154 lbs,
seat height 42 cm to 56 cm / 16.5" to 22"
MEDIUM: 60 kg to 120 kg / 132 lbs to 265 lbs,
seat height 45 cm to 59 cm / 17.7" to 23.2"*
WORK:
60 kg to 120 kg / 132 lbs to 265 lbs,
seat height 42 cm to 56 cm / 16.5" to 22"
Anthracite or titanium; spring colour: as cover/base
Universal rollers as per DIN EN 12529 for all types of ﬂoors. On request
with special rollers for high pile carpets and rough ﬂoor surfaces.
Microﬁbre: high-quality branded microﬁbre fabric, velvety touch,
easy to clean, breathable and hard-wearing.
Colours:
black
ferraro red
smoke grey
royal blue
terracotta
pistachio
violet
sand
choco
Softex: easy to clean cotton/synthetic mixed fabric.
Colour:
black
PREMIUM leather: ﬁne branded high-quality leather, stylish look,
easy to clean, natural vegetable dyes.
black
Colour:
AIR Climate cover: innovative and breathable cover with network
structure for an optimum seat climate.
Colours:
lime green
silver
stone grey
swopper
CLASSIC

swopper
AIR

swopper
SADDLE

swopper
WORK

*swopper SADDLE with MEDIUM spring, seat height is +10 cm / 3.9" (55 cm to 69 cm / 21.7" to 27.2").

Therefore, since 1997, aeris has devoted itself to revolutionising standing and
sitting at the workplace. Our philosophy is as simple as it is effective: more
movement! In three dimensions. We call that 3D ergonomics. For our customers
this simply means better health, more motivation and higher productivity. And
success proves us right: Our products – be they the swopper active seat, the
muvman active seat for standing/sitting seat or the new 3Dee ofﬁce chair –
set new benchmarks and have catapulted aeris into the top 100 of the most
innovative small and medium-sized German businesses.
swopper

muvman

3Dee

Together we can get
things moving!
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Just get in touch with us.

aeris GmbH
Ahrntaler Platz 2– 6 · D-85540 Haar bei München
Tel +49 (0)89 - 900 506 - 0 · info@aeris.de · www.aeris.de

